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Round and Round
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Richard Holway
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In 2002, I gave my rst presentation for

the Prince☁s Trust Technology

Leadership Group that I had helped to

form earlier in the year. It was entitled

☁IT's all over now' and introduced the 'IT

as a mature industry' theme. | used the

automobile sector as an analogy. One of

the main conclusions I drew was that

future growth in IT would be modest;

more aligned to 1xGDP growth rather

than the 3♥4xGDP growth experienced

throughout the previous 40 years.

On 30 November 2004, I will be

updating this theme in another Prince's

Trust presentation; this time entitled

☜Round and Round'. Already most of the

leading CEOs have booked their places

in what promises to be the networking

event of the year

Reaction

I had more reaction to my predictions

over IT's future modest growth

prospects than anything I have ever

done before (or since), including

extensive press comment and debates

at Intellect and Real Time Club.

Most opposed my view. I now think this

was more because they hoped l was

wrong. But, as I have said many times.

'hope is not a strategy'. Fooling yourself

with false optimism is surely not in

anyone's long-term best interest.

Figure 1 IT's share of UK GDP will end the decade at 03.5% ♥ compared with

4% in 2000
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I certainly haven☁t built my own

reputation on telling people what

they want to hear!

But in the 2+ years since, opinion

has changed Nicholas Carr's ☁IT

doesn't matter anymore☁ in 2003,

and comments made in the last

year by IT leaders such as HP's

Carly Fiorina and Oracle's Larry

Ellison, have all led to acceptance

that lT's glory growth days are

well and truly over.

Only last month, the well respected

limes commentator Robert Cole

wrote ☂No one outside fairy/and

can believe that demand will get

back to the levels seen at the turn

of the century. Demand may never

do more than tick along at or

slightly in advance of GDP' (The

77mes, 1 September 2004).

What happened

Readers know only too well that

rather than modest growth, our

sector has seen real declines in

2002 and 2008, if GDP is 2.5%

and in ation is 2%, for example,

then in order to retain its share of

GDP, IT has to have a headline

growth of 4.5%. On this measure,

IT has reduced its share of GDP

every year since 2001 and will only

manage to equal GDP if our current

forecasts for 2005 are actually met,

indeed, whereas IT started the

decade with a o4% share of GDP, it

will end it nearer 3.5% (see Figure 7),

By the way, this decline in GDP

share is exactly what happenedto

the automobile sector since it

entered its maturity phase in the

19605 7 far more cars on the road,

but much, much cheaper and

more reliable; so we all spend less

of our incomes on something

which is a lot better!

issues that shrink the size ofthe

lT market

Everywhere 1 look there are now

issues and technologies that

actually shrink the size of the

lT market.

indeed, Larry Ellison got it right in his

comment ☂I think my industry is

de ationary 7779 industry in total Wl7/

shn☁nk. People will spend less and

less money on IT as it becomes

more ef cient and less expensive'

(BusinessWeek, 25 August 2003).

For example:

0 The 'more for less' syndrome.

Almost every ClO we have

surveyed recently has reported

reduced lT spend ♥ not just this

year but into the future budgets

too. But they expect to get more

IT for that reduced budget.

There are many examples of this

but perhaps the most

compelling is in corporate PC

land. For 20 years, ClOs not only

bought an increasing number of

PCs each year but their average

spend per PC increased as they

took advantage of the new

power and facilities on offer.

No more! in each of the last

three years, the average price

paid per corporate PC has

reduced faster than the

increase in units installed.

Indeed, the average unit price

at leading UK corporate reseller

Computacenter is now 60% of

that achieved in 2000 (see

Figure 2).

- The Linux effect. Although

accepting that it costs money

even to install 'free' software, the

move (or even the threat to

move) to Linux has had a major

effect on Microsoft's own growth

expectations. Remember

Microsoft is responsible both for

itself and via its third-party

suppliers for about one♥third of

Europe's software market. After

achieving double-digit growth

every year of its existence,

Microsoft☂s growth in 2005 ♥

even assuming it meets

expectations ♥ will be about 4%.

Offshore. Already 10♥15% of

UK lT services (by revenue) is

performed offshore. Wage rates

are a fraction of those in the UK.

Even allowing for added

overheads, savings of 30%+

are usually achieved. This is yet

Figure 2 Computacenter shipments and average selling prices (ASPs) of
client devices sold to corporates
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[continued lrom page two]

another factor which is reducing

the size of the IT market in the

developed world. and is a trend

which can only accelerate in

future,

- Public sector IT spend will

peak in 2006. How many times

in the last four years have we

heard CEOs say 'Thank

goodness lor the public seclor☁?

Near double-digit growth here

has compensated for private

sector IT spend which has been

in serious decline. But many of

the really big public sector IT

projects ♥ the NP T for example

7 will be out of their high

spending design-and-build

phases and into their lower-cost

run phase post-2006. From just

19% of total UK S/ITS spend in

2000, the public sector will

represent 29% by 2006. No way
can it continue at that

percentage. But we have severe
doubts as to whether the private
sector can ☁pick up the slack'
when it does return to more

normal levels.

- IT outsourcing growth has

peaked. IT outsourcing was the
main growth driver throughout
the whole of the last 20+ years.
Growth is now in low single
digits We believe that the days
of the big mega-outsourcing
contract are over. to be
replaced by the much more
practical multivsourcing
approach. Indeed, there is even
early evidence of an associated
in»sourcing trend (JP Morgan,
Cable & Wireless, Network Rail,
Santander's intent to bring IT in
house if the Abbey bid
succeeds and so on).

o Recycled contracts = lower
revenues. 75% of the IT
outsourcing contracts that we
now report are ☁recycled' ♥
compared with just 25% ten

years ago (see Figure 3). These
were existing contracts where
either the contract has been
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Figure 3 ☁Recycled' UK IT outsourcing contracts now at >75% of
announcements (by revenue)
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Figure 4 Tech growth hasn☂t paid too much attention to the economic

cycle...until now
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renewed with theexisting

supplier for a further term. or

(increasingly) with a new

supplier. In practically every

case where we have the

information, the renewed

contract is at a lower value than

before ♥ often 20♥30% lower.

You really have to win a lot of

1 9864000

virgin IT outsourcing contracts

to make up that kind of shortfall.

All of this leads me to believe that,

rather than our forecasts of GDP7

type growth in the future being

too gloomy, they might well prove

to be too optimistic.

[continued an page (our)
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Cycles

Over the last 40 years. IT has

been affected by two main cycles:

- the Event Cycle ♥

Decimalisation (1971), Big Bang

(1986) and Y2K (2000) all had a

profound effect on the IT sector

as a major catalyst to IT change

and renewal

- the Technology Cycle ♥ Major

new developments in technology

also created major new demand:

all the way from the IBM 360 in

1964 to the PC in 1981 and

Windows, mobile phones and

the Internet in the 1990s.

IT growth rates have closely

followed these two cycles. They

have tended to pay little attention

to the third cycle ♥ the Economic

Cycle (see Figure 4 on page 3).

As I have reported for ve years

now, | see no new Technology

Cycle ♥ no new ☜Next Big Thing☁.

Equally there is no event either.

Even the introduction of the euro in

the UK seems as far off now as it

ever did and is unlikely to create a

major spur to IT spend even if it did.

IT as the new cyclical stock

I believe that IT will join the list of

☁cyclical stocks' (automobiles.

construction, steel, airplanes,

heavy machinery etc) where

growth and stock market

performance will be much more

aligned to economic fortunes.

Indeed, since the end of the

frenzied Y2K and dotcom bubble

in the US, Nasdaq and the Morgan

Stanley Cyclical Index have

performed pretty much in tandem.

The problem with this is that IT

companies are still valued with

P/Es of >20 and provide dividend

yields of <1%. Cyclical stocks are

valued with P/Es of 010 and have

yields of 5%+. If the capital

appreciation is the same...well you

can draw your own conclusions

Figure 5 Tech - the new cyclical?
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about what might happen both to

relative valuations of IT stocks

and their dividend policies. It is

interesting to note that, not only is

there a major move towards

boosting dividends, even

amongst companies like

Microsoft and Sage which had

been pretty lukewarm in the past.

but the P/Es of market leaders

like HP have indeed reduced to

nearer the 10 more common in

the other cyclical stocks.

Don't be despondent...

If you accept these points, then at

least you can start to do

something about them. I'm a very

keen fellrwalker. Of course, I really

prefer walking in bright sunshine

but this is not always the case in

my beloved Lake District! A

forecast of wet and misty
conditions doesn☁t stop me
walking. I just vary my route and
my protective clothing accordingly!

And that☁s exactly what the IT
sector needs to do.

Divergence

Although the average growth
outlook might be modest, there is
more diversity than at any other

time. Being average is not good

enough anymore.

In particular, we see the following

sectors providing above»average

growth prospects:

0 Telecoms - Internet services,

mobile (enterprise mobile/data in

particular) and network

management outsourcing

- IT sen/ices ♥ BPO, BPM. projects

designed to save IT budget over

short timescales, and services to

SMEs

- Software ♥ security, and product

consolidation.

Diversity of performance

The dichotomy is already

evidenced in the diversity of

pedormance by the main players.

In telecoms, those with mobile

activities, like mmo2 and

Vodafone, have done well

compared with those that only

have fixed line activities like BT,

Energis and Cable & Wireless. In IT

services. BPO companies such as

Vertex. Liberata and Capita have

led the pack but those relying on
new projects. such as Capgemini.

have suffered. In software. security

companies such as Symantec and

storage companies like EMC and

[continued on page live]
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Veritas have outperformed,

whereas tier 2 suppliers of general

business software have declined.

Consolidation

In any modest or no»gr0wth

market, one of the only ways to

boost revenues is by boosting

market share.

Buying customers through intense
price competition, buying contracts

by bidding low (even loss-making)

prices. or buying ☁captive☁ IT

operations from parents are all

increasingly being applied.

But it's consolidation by acquisition
which is currently the hottest topic.

Nowhere more so than in the

software arena. Particularly in the

ERP and FMS elds, there are a

huge number of small to medium»

sized suppliers Research shows

that the vast majority of systems

used were installed many years

ago. Once installed. users rarely

change. The number of virgin

opportunities in the mid and large

companies has evaporated ♥

indeed as user consolidation is

also rife, the numbers decline! So

everyone is targeting the SME ♥

creating intense price competition

there too.

Consolidation makes sense ♥

even for users. Company A buys

Company B and offers a painless

upgrade path to users to

Company A's product. R&D at

Company B is eliminated together

with duplicated HQ. sales and

other functions. Even if the

combined revenues of A+B are

lower, earnings can be enhanced.

This model is rife at the moment

and can be seen from the largest
players (such as Oracle and
PeopleSoft, PeopleSoft and JD

Edwards) through to the smaller
players (such as Azur buying
Maxima and Weir or Cedar buying
Walker, QSP. OpenAccounts etc).
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Figure 6 It☁s not what people do, but how and where they do it
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Convergence

To me, the most exciting area at

the moment revolves around what

could be called the Martini effect.

In the past, we used a variety of

devices, like PCs, stereos.

telephones, TV and videos for our

IT and personal entertainment

needs. They could all really only be

used in one, fixed place.

Ever since I installed a GPRS card in

my laptop in eariy 2003. I have

become free. i can now do my 9-

mails, surf the Internet, download

from iTunes. even listen to

yesterday's episode of The Archers,

anytime, anyplace, anywhere!

But this is far more than the

convergence of xed and mobile

communications ♥ as we are

seeing in developments like BT☁s

Bluephone. It extends into

convergence of functions within

the devices used. Rather than a

different device for each function.

a 'Converged Mobile Media

Centre' combines functions such

as TV. music on-demand. camera,

MP3, digital recorder. GPS

positioning, web surfing, e-

mail...and voice calls too!

  

Present Future

  ☁Martini'

Any time

Any place

M Any Where

\I☂
z a♥.
\E True on-demand
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It also shows the enormous

convergence going on between

enterprise and consumer

requirements. Indeed, most

corporates now demand not

industrial strength devices but

consumer strength! And the new

Martini devices a whether they are

the Blackberrys of today or the

small portable media centres of

tomorrow, like the OQO or Flipstart

♥ will be equally useful to both

corporates and consumers.

Conclusion

Far from being gloomy, the future

could be both exciting and

rewarding.

Accept that the IT growth cycle is

over and that average growth in

the future, if there is any at all, will

be pretty modest. But there will be

huge diversity of performance ♥ by

sector, by industry. by company.

Survival, and success, depends

on being aligned to those higher

growth sectors and/or boosting

market share whilst increasing

productivity and reducing cost.

Being average isn't good enough

anymore.
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4'☜- HARVEY
75v NASH

IT staff agency Harvey Nash's

results for the six months to 31

July 2004 revealed a 23%

increase in revenues and a return

to pro tability. Turnover for the

period was £78.9m. compared to

£64.3m in H104. and operating

profits (after goodwill and

exceptionals of 俉1.3m) were

EGSOk, a huge improvement on

the £3.9m operating loss

reported in the same period last

year. Harvey Nash also moved

into pro t at the pre-tax level,

convening last year's £4.5m loss

to a E292k pro t. Diluted EPS

came in at 0,18p compared to an

8.04p loss in H104,

 

Harvey Nash Group plc

 

FYE: 6 months to 31 July

TOTAL

In the UK. turnover increased by

18% to £40.6m and operating

profits (before goodwill and

exceptionals) grew by 80% to

£690k. Revenues from the rest of

Europe fell slightly (♥1% to

£26.5m) but operating profits

more than doubled to £534k on

the back of cost cutting letst Year-

ALTERIAN

 

Business intelligence software rm

Alterian announced its Q2 and

half-year results, In the six months

to end of September 2004.

revenues were £2.51m ♥ up 38%

Turnover 2m

 

Acquisitions in the US led

revenues from across the pond

to climb from £2.9m in H104 to

£11.8m in H105 and operating

pro ts to more than quadrupled

to £664k.

Commenting on the outlook,

David Higgins, CEO. said:

"Prospects for the Group are

encouraging with strengthening

market conditions across all

regions☝

Comment: Harvey Nash hasn☁t

provided details in its interim

statement of organic revenue

growth. But even allowing for the

  
impact of its US acquisitions ♥

which had combined annual

revenues of c$22t4m when they

were acquired in October 2003

and January 2004 A it's clear the

ITSA has grown revenues

organically in the UK and

probably in the US. But. more

importantly. the Group has seen

compared to the rst half of FY04.

Growth in the US (46%) outpaced

the UK (32%), but the UK still

accounts for 57% of the

company's business.

HARVEY NASH BACK IN THE BLACK AT INTERIMS

a welcome improvement in
pro tability. We were particularly
pleased to see the turnaround in
Europe, and to hear that

revenues in this market have now

begun to increase "in line with the

rst signs of economic recovery☂i

Relative to its peers, Harvey

Nash seems to be doing

particularly well in its key market

of Germany where strong

management and a portfolio of

value added services have turned

the business around.

Harvey Nash benefits from a

broader geographic coverage

than many of its competitors in

Operating profit Em Margin

Change

   377.7%

the UK ITSA market and stands
to benefit from growth in the US
and any recovery in mainland
Europe. Its strategy of focusing
on value added services is also

paying off with higher operating

margins and strong cash

generation.

(To/a Sargeant)

ALTERIAN CONTINUES TO IMPROVE IN Q2

Total operating losses were

reduced from £2.67m to £2.04m.

with losses before tax trimmed

from £2.45m to £1,81m. Loss per

share was 3.6;) (H1 of FY04: 5.4p).

[continued on page seven]
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Comment: Back in June. when

announcing that the company

had almost halved pre-tax losses

to £3.2m in FY04. Chief

Executive David Eldridge stated

that the principal financial

objective for the year to March

2005 was "to achieve

approximate earnings neutrality".

Based on its rst half

performance. Alterian's board

has re-iterated this aim and says

L kts
Servxce you Call bank on

 

Knowledge Technology

Solutions (KTS). provider of

realtime market data services,

has announced results for the

year to 30 June 2004 revealing a

period of significant revenue

growth. Overall group turnover

increased by 379% to 770K,

while operating losses were

979K (2003: 715K) and pretax

losses were 940K (2003: 706K),

Diluted loss per share was 0.71 p

(2003: 0.73p).

Comment: Kl'S now offers two

live financial data and news

services to its client base ♥

QuoteTerminal and MarketTerminaI

♥ and is seeing increased demand

from its target clients including me

stockbroking community Losses

have deepened as the company

completed the development of

MarketTerminal and strengthened

its sales and technical teams.

Now the focus has to be on

☂ ' >
accenture

Accenture ended its 2004

financial year with impressive

results that nevertheless

disappointed investors. There's

no doubt that the growth was

impressive. But investors seemed

it expects to achieve it. The 02

performance ♥ where an FY04

loss after tax of £0.82m was

reduced to a loss of £0.16m ♥ is

especially heartening.

The reason for the improving

numbers is pretty simple: Alterian

is keeping costs under control (in

fact Q2 costs were 8% down on

the previous year) but booking

more revenue from sales of
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software. There's also

encouraging news for the longer

term in the increasing proportion

of recurring revenues. with over

70% of first-half revenues

expected to recur in FY06. All in

all it's been a good rst half for

Alterian. and the company now

looks well placed to post the two

improving quarters required for it

to meet its objective for the year.

(Phil Cod/mg)

KNOWLEDGE TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS MUST

NOW FOCUS ON PROFITABILITY

Knowledge Technology Solutions

5 year Revenue is par Record from 2000
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pro tability. With both services fully

developed. a high proportion of

any additional turnover will lter

straight down to the bottom line.

The signs are good Sales of newly

developed MarketTerminal are

already underway and recurring

revenues from QuoteTerminal now

stand at Elem on an annualised

spooked by a seeming slow-

down in outsourcing growth. We

don't think their fears are justi ed.

but we agree that Accenture can't

continuing gobbling market share

at voracious rates forever.

basis. KTS makes no promises

about when it will reach operating

break♥even but it turnover

continues to increase at this rate.

shareholders will be hoping that

the company can also keep

control of its cost base and make

such substantial losses a thing of

the past. (Georgina O'Toole)

ACCENTURE REPORTS CONTINUED STRONG

GROWTH ♥ BUT MARKETS AREN'T IMPRESSED

For the full year to 31 August. net

revenues grew 16% (9% in local

currencies) to $13.67bn and

operating profit grew 13% to

$1 .76bn. an EBIT margin of 13%.

Net pro t was up 39% at $691m.

[continued on page eight]
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[continued rmm page seven]

a 51% net margin. New

bookings over the year were up

25% at $16.1bn

Consulting has clearly turned the

corner. rising 12% (8% in local

currencies) in Q4 to $2.14bn and

rising 7% (though at in local

Currencies) to $8.6bn for the year.

Outsourcing rose 17% (13% in

local currencies) in Q4. and by

35% (28% in local currencies) to

$5.1bn for the year. The Q4

figure. while impressive. was well

below other quarters this year.

indeed. each quarter showed a

lower successive year-on»year

growth.

Europe grew 10% in local

currencies over the year, The UK,

France and Spain were the

strongest performers. although

italy and the Nordics saw

improvements North America

grew 8% over the year. though

only 1% in Q4.

For next year. Accenture forecasts

net revenues up between 9% and

12% and EPS up between 10%

and 14% ♥ lower than this year's

growth. and lower than Wall Street

expected. Accenture☁s shares fell

more than 11 % soon after the

gures were released.

Comment: What☁s the problem?

Revenue and pro t growth are still

strong. and consulting is clearly

back from the dead. Pricing

pressures are easing and

Accenture's BPO portfolio is

maturing, opening up new sales

opportunities.

UNiSYs
imagine ll Dov-e

 

Unisys' revenues for the three

months to end September 2004

were at against OS of 2008. at

$1.45bn. Excluding $23.5m of

pension expenses and

 

One issue is that Accenture☁s

costs of services are rising faster

than its revenues. Gross margins

are declining. not rising. and

Accenture warns that there's

only 'modest' room for 868A

expenses reductions. it's also

introducing some very generous

variable pay schemes. That's far~

sighted. but stores up

big expenses for the

future.

is the outsourcing wave

peaking? investors fear

so. noting that

Accenture's year-on-

year outsourcing

growth (as opposed to

quarterly revenues)

declined through FY

2004. We don☁t see

outsourcing tailing off

for some time. although

it's probably reaching a

plateau in the UK. As

Accenture's client base

expands. its growth

rates almost inevitably

slow because it's

growing from a bigger

base. No need to

panic. yet.

Still. Accenture's double-digit

growth comes at the expense of

other players 7 it☁s stealing

market share at a rate that

should almost be illegal. Can that

continue forever? No. because

as the easy targets get picked

off. the fight gets even tougher.

A parting word on the

Sainsbury☂s debacle: This looks

restructuring charges of $82.0m,

the company made an operating

profit in the period of $44.0m. Total

loss before tax was $57.2m (03 03:

profit of $84.0m). but a tax bene t

 

at first sight a huge own goal not

just for Accenture. but for large-

scale outsourcing itself. Our view

is that the primary cause was

serious mistakes at the business

(i.e. Sainsbury) end ♥ the

company wassimply mistaken in

its over♥ambitious and over-

compiex strategy. The [T

Accenture ♥ growth rates FY 2004

 

Quarter

♥♥ Costs of service

Revenue

Pre-tax

problems were mostly a

consequence of this. not a

cause. Nevertheless. this is not a

get-out-ofejail free card for
Accenture. because this was a
business consulting engagement
as much as it was an outsourcing
and SI project. Accenture has
some explaining to do. and must
do it convincingly and quickly.
{Douglas Hayward)

UNlSYS STEADIER AS IT PREPARES TO LEAVE

☁WEINBACH ERA☂

of $58.2m helped EPS reach 7
cents (OS 03: EPS of 17 cents).

Comment: Following Unisys'

surprise profits warning at the

[continued on page nine]
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end of 02. these results show a

rather steadier performance,

Perhaps more importantly.

Chairman and CEO Larry

Weinbach has been able to re-

iterate previous full-year guidance

of "earnings per share. excluding

the impact of pension accounting,

in the 68♥72 cents range on flat to

low single-digit revenue growth".

Hardly an ambitious target one

might think. but given the ups and

 

Trace

software

industries including finance and

property. has delivered slightly

reduced (down 2%) revenues of

$15.5m for the year to end May

2004. The company moved from

of

to

Group.

and

provider

services

operating losses of 俉2,8m

(Ellm excluding impairment of

goodwill) to profits of £809K.

Equally. pre-tax losses of £2.8m

became profits of £822K. Diluted

EPS was 4.69;) (♥16.17p last

year). Cost cutting measures

produced a 15% reduction in net

operating expenses.

Chairman. Clive lngham. said: ☜We

continue to believe that [our staff].

together with our best of breed

products, will allow us to

outperform the growth in the

software and IT services

sector in general. "

Comment: After struggling

through FY03. when lngham

described general market

conditions as being ☜as bad as

I can recal Trace claims it's

now seeing the "stirrings of

spring". Cost cutting along the

way has helped. and CEO

Richard Wolfe must be

relieved to see the company

he founded 30 years ago back

in the black,

downs of recent months.

Weinbach ♥ who is to relinquish his

executive role from January ♥ will

be happy enough with that.

Unisys also announced

Weinbach's successor in the CEO

spot ♥ he's current President and

COO Joseph W. McGrath. This

appointment♥from♥within was no

surprise and should ensure that

Unisys transitions smoothly out of

In general. Trace's performance

this year was a bit of a mixed bag

Trace ISYS continued to be the

company's strongest performing

division, Sales and pro ts were

similar to last year. Of note is that

during the period the ISYS

business. which develops

reinsurance and wholesale

insurance broking products.

scooped two new clients from a

competitor in what is a relatively

restricted market.

Of its six business divisions. the

weakest performance came from

its Prospect (recruitment) business.

which suffered from delayed

decisions from clients and

TRACE FINDS PROFITS AGAIN

Trace Group plc
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the eight-year ☁Weinbach era'.

A key challenge for McGrath will

be raising Unisys' sen/ice margins.

With services accounting for a

shade under 80% of all business.

the company is clearly going to

struggle to make a decent living it

it can't raise its gross margins in

sen/ices above the 03 level

of 16% (compared to 20% a

year ago) (Phil Cooling)

recruitment freezes. Its Datawise

business turned a "small pro t".

from a loss last year ♥ largely due to

cost cutting activities. Meanwhile

its "non-core" payroll services

business beat last year's revenue

and contribution performance.

Trace does not. however. breakout

speci c revenue performances.

The company has taken a bit of

criticism from us over the years for

having its ngers in so many pies.

When we caught up with Wolfe in

October. he claimed that Trace is

actually less complex than it

appears, specialising in three lines

of business Anything that can be

run centrally is.

10 year revenue and PET record relative to 1995

  

u Revenue (Tim) I PBTlEm) 4 4

3 2
2.3 2,0

1,2 0 8
19.7 05 20.5 17.3 0☁5 14,7 17.1 m 157 205 159 155 '

J. i i l

-2 8

~51
1995 I996 1997 I998 l999 2000 20m 2002 2003 2004

Year ending 31 May

[continued on page ten]
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[continued lmm page nine]

Overall, Trace has a fairly solid

financial base. It has money in the

bank (£2.6m). net assets of

almost 89m and recurring

revenues that cover 55% of

operating costs. And, of course, it

is now profitable again. Gross

margins (21 11%) are now back to

IT outsourcing and BPO player.

ITNET has announced its results

for the six months to 30 June

2004. Revenue increased 15% to

£104.6m. with public sector

revenues up 18% to £59.8m and

commercial revenues up 16% to

£44.8m. Operating pro ts were

hit by an exceptional provision of

£24.4m for the impairment of

data centre assets and exit costs

relating to the loss of the Cabinet

Office contract. Last year's

operating profit of £8.6m became

a loss of £16.8m. Likewise. a pre»

tax pro t of £8.7m in H103 turned

into a 俉16.6m loss. Diluted loss

per share was 16.39;) (EPS of

7.58p in H103).

In an outlook statement, ITNET said

it did not expect any long-term

impact from the loss of the Cabinet

Of ce contract. The company also

announced several contracts

including a £7.4m extension with

Cadbury Schweppes and a

俉6.13m extension with Birmingham

City Council.

Comment: It would be easy to get

distracted by the impact of the

Cabinet Of ce on ITNET☁s H1

pro tability. However. we're pleased

to say that shareholders seem to

have looked past this contract and

focused on the company's

undenying performance. lmportantly

recent contract signings indicate

that the company's reputation

hasn☁t been adversely affected.

a level last seen in 2001 buoyed

by growth in package sales and

an ef ciency drive.

But the true measure of future

success will be whether or not the

company sees a return on the

significant sum that is being

invested in developing new 'best

of breed' products. We won't be

able to judge the results for a

couple of years yet, but it goes

without saying that this is critical

to Trace's future well-being.

(Kale Hanaghan)

ITNET H1 PROFIT HIT BY CABINET OFFICE

CHARGE

ITNET H104 (H103) revenues by vertical sector

Total: £104.6m (EBLZm)

General☁

18% (22%)

      Services

5% (7%) \

Transport

20% (14%)

Central Government

/ 6% (9%)
  

Local Government

51% (43%)

'cI/enls include Cadbury Schweppes, Coca»Ca/a. Equilas, Credit-Lyonnai☁s, 055
and Tra velodge.

ITNET's revenue growth over the

last ve years has consistently

outperformed the market. The rst

half of 2004 was no exception. One

of the key reasons for this is the

company☁s leading position in the

UK local government market.

Indeed. this latest set of results

reveals 19% growth from this

sector (to £53.7m) A well above the

market average. ITNET has also

applied its winning formula to other

fast~growing niches such as the

transport sector. Revenues from

this sector grew 60% to 220.5m. In

addition, the company is continuing

to win business in other areas of the

commercial sector

The one area that ITNEI' needs to

consider is its position in the central

government market. The Cabinet

Of ce contract was ITNET's rst

major IT services contract in the

sector The majority of its central

government business is

consultancy-based and undertaken

by the French Thornton

management consultancy business.

The big question is ☁should ITNET

continue to pursue infrastructure

and app cations outsourcing deals

in the central government maiket7'.

If it wants to make a play for market
share in this sector. it will be
competing against experienced

central government 'goliaths' such
as EDS, IBM and Fujitsu Services.
ITNET certainly doesn't have the
scale of these competitors so needs
to decide if the effort required to win
contracts in this market will be

matched by the rewards. Certainly

there will be some interesting

outsourcing opportunities in the

central government market as a

result of the Gershon Ef ciency

[continued on page eleven]
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Programme and the Lyons Review

(relocation outside London and

the south east). However, our initial

thought is that the company would

be best off taking a partnering

approach similar to the approach it

is taking for the larger deals in the

f r n ASSURANCE
Sal-4t m .smmauwuL1,☝!

 

ICM Computer Group. provider

of support, project and business

continuity services, has increased

operating profits by 5% to £5.5m

on virtually flat revenues of

£77.5m. Operating margins

increased marginally from 6.7%

to 7%. For the year to the end of

June 2004, PBT increased 19%

to £4.4rn while diluted EPS

increased 14% to 14p. During the

period. the company acquired

ITM Support Services (to boost

its IBM mid-range capabilities) for

an initial consideration of £3.5m

in cash.

Across its divisions. turnover was

as follows:

- IT Support increased 17% to

£32.4m (including 2,8m from

the lTM acquisition)

- IT Solutions (which includes a

range of activities such as

consulting, hardware supply

and network solutions)

decreased 17% to £33.2m

(partly due to the company's

withdrawal of some lower

margin business)

0 Business Continuity

increased 25% to £12m.

See chart for more on

revenue splits.

Comment: ICM was placed just

inside our top 15 ranking of

support services players in 2003

with growth of 18.7%. It has

continued to perform well in 2004

with support services revenues

(IT support and BC) again

growing 18.7% ♥ organic growth

 

local government market.

Partnering with IBM in the local

government sector has recently

led to ITNET attaining preferred

supplier status for a major

outsourcing contract at Bradford

City Council.

was 11% ♥ to £44.4m. The

balance of lCM☁s sales comes from

its solutions business (hardware

supply and project services).

The concept ICM is plugging is

what it terms 'lT Assurance'. This

essentially means bundling

together support. hardware and

BC services. For the past two

years almost a third of customers

have taken all three services.

What☁s interesting is the parallel

to be drawn with support services

supremos. HP and IBM. who

have asimilar model. The major

differences being that ICM is

(obviously) a multi»vendor

provider and operates in the SME

market (its key space is 50-100

desktops).

SYSTEMHOUSE
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All in all, ITNET's results gave us

significant confidence in the

company's performance and

outlook. We will watch with

interest as ITNET makes some

important decisions about its

strategy. (Georgina O'Toole)

ICM PROFITS DRIVEN BY BUSINESS CONTINUITY

It's also interesting to contrast the

managed sen/ices activities of

ICM with a much larger player

such as Computacenter. ICM is

operating lower down. where the

market hasn☁t reached the same

level of maturity. As a result. it

isn't experiencing the same

demands from customers for

year-on-year savings, For the

time being. the value of lCM's

managed services contracts is

not declining.

Business continuity ♥ the jewel

in the crown

With 17% growth (6% organic) in

its support business and 25%

growth in its BC business. it's not

hard to see where the strong suit

is. ICM is continuing to pump

ICM Computer Group plc

Revenue split (Em)

41 .4

37.4

31.5

25.2

37.4

   
40,4

Support services

I Solutions

 

2000 2001 2002

 
2003

[continued on page lwetvu]
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[continued from page eleven]

Significant effort into getting a

nation-wide business continuity

network up and running.

Between June 2003 and the end

of this calendar year, ICM will

have opened four recovery

centres. This, of course, has

required some significant

investment, and related start-up

losses have impacted on this

year's operating profits. We

understand ICM is aiming to

CHARTERIS

Charteris, a business and [T

management consultancy,

increased revenues by 13% to

13.8m and moved into profits for

the year to the end of July 2004.

Operating pro ts were 482K from

losses of £212K (excluding

exceptional staff costs in 2003).

PBT were £541K from losses of

EBZSK in 2003. Diluted EPS was

0,81p compared with last year's

loss of (~)1.26p.

Chairman, David Mann. said: "In

view of the strengthening of

Charlerls' position in segments

where there are opportunities for

growth, the directors believe that

the company is well placed to

continue making good progress

in the current nancial year☜

Comment: Charteris has plotted

a three-year course to improve

margins and has notched up the

first objective ~ to restore

pro tability. improved staff

utilisation and a gradual increase

in average fee rates have

contributed to this. A recruitment

drive in Q1 means that a greater

proportion of revenues are now

being generated by the

company's own staff ♥ as

opposed to associates and

subcontractors. This has led to a

establish three more centres to ll

the gaps in its coverage, and

while the company will not

specify the locations, Scotland

has got to be a very strong

candidate. importantly, the

number of seats being sold is

rising steadily and there is still

plenty of room for more seat

sales.

It is not clear just when the

16% reduction in external

charges.

Now a third of the way through its

three-year strategy, Chaneris is

showing real results of having a

more balanced business base e

and a reduced dependency on its

financial services and media

business (31% of turnover. down

from 49% in 2003).

Across the company's other

businesses:

- Retail, manufacturing and

services accounted for 39%

of turnover (up from 29%)

Charteris plc

development of iCM's BC

network will be complete. but

certainly so far it has expanded at

a rapid, yet sensible pace. A

combination of pressure from

global suppliers on iCM's mid-

market clients to make

contingency plans, and plain old

increased awareness, will ensure

this market provides lush grazing

for lCM for some time.

(Kale Hanaghan}

CHARTERIS BOUNCES BACK lNTO THE BLACK

0 Government and legal

accounted for 30% (up from

22%).

The challenge now is to build on

these initial achievements. And

let's be clear, this will be a tough

challenge given that the demand

for 'stand alone' consultancy

is stuck in the doldrums. in the

short term, margins will

be tempered by investments in

recruitment, though we look

forward to seeing how

its strategy progresses in the

first half.

(Kale Hanaghan)

7 year revenue and PET record
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India's leading IT rms have once

again made many of their US and

European counterparts envious by

reporting rapid growth and juicy

pro ts. Second quarter results (to

end September 2004) from the

subcontinent's ☜Big 3" of Tata

Consultancy Services (T08). lnfosys

and Wipro were highly impressive:

- In the rst quarterly results

since its IPO in the summer.

TCS' revenues were up 44%

to Rupees 24.3bn (or roughly

ESOOm). with net pro ts

before exceptionals up 52%

year♥on-year. Operating

profits during the quarter

were Rupees 6.2bn. giving an

operating margin of 25%.

- lnfosys☁ 02 revenues were up

51% year-on♥year. Operating

profit growth of 60% pushed

margins up to 29%. Pre-tax

pro t rose 47% to $115m (a

30% margin).

- Revenues at Wipro's Global

IT Services unit were up47%

at Rupees 15.0bn (£185m).

Operating profit rose by 90%

to Rupees 4.0bn. lifting

operating margin to 27%.

Autonomy has reported its 03 results.

with revenues up 1 1% yearcn♥year to

$14.5m (about Earn). Autonomy

reports in US$19 and around half ils

revenues derive from the US. PBT

(according to GAAP rules) was almost

oonstantat$15m ~amarg☁n of t 1%.

Comment: These results are fairly

pedestrian. Revenues would have

been 4% lower at constant currency

♥ 42% of revenues are from Europe

(including the UK). whose

currencies have risen 8% against

These impressive results are not

an isolated blip. The leading

Indian firms just keep on turning in

pro t and revenue growth, quarter

after quarter. year after year. In

Holway terms. some of these

Indian players are genuinely

"boring". It's also clear that rms

like TCS. Wipro and lnfosys are

gaining market share in the UK. as

I 02 operating margin

El 02 revenue growth

44%

29%
25%
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INDIAN LEADERS ACCELERATE IN 02

well as in the US. And all this has

continued against the backdrop of

a US election campaign which

many thought would herald a

damaging backlash against Indian

firms and offshoring more

generally. As Ovum has been

saying for many months. such a

backlash just hasn☁t materialised.

(Phil Codling)

51%
47%

27%

 

TCS Infosys Wt Pm

the dollar since a year ago. Pro ts

are hardly spectacular. either.

Growth was much higher earlier in

the year ♥ revenues rose 37% (yeara

on»year) in Qt and 18% in 02.

However in revenue terms this was

the second♥highest OS in

Autonomy's history. and the

company reported some good

contract wins with blue-chip clients.

Compliance solutions from

Autonomy's ☁Aungate☁ division have

been rolled out at the NYSE and

ABN. and Autonomy is naturally

LACKLUSTRE Q3 PERFORMANCE FROM

AUTONOMY

looking to bu d on that. Mike Lynch.

Autonomy's CEO. commented:

'With signi cant investment in sales

and marketing in the rst half of

2004 and increased R&D spend.

we remain con dent in our long-

tenn outlook." Like us. the market

wasn't overty impressed. Autonomy

shares fell 4p (2%) on the day to

188p. While they're up Signi cantly

from a low of 146p in August of this

year. mey're 43% off their 2004 high

e of 328p ♥ reached back in

February. (Philip Camelley)
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IBM has announced a mildly

encouraging set of results for the

third quarter, with total revenue

growth of 9% to $23.4bn in the

three months ended 80 September

2004 but 5% growth at constant

currency Growth was driven

primarily in the Americas (up 7% at

constant currency to $10.1bn) and

Asia-Paci c (up 6% to $5.3bn)

while EMEA was essentially at at

$7.3bn.

Hardware once again led IBM's

growth. jumping 12% (9% constant

currency) to $7.5bn. Software

revenues were essentially at with a

5% growth (1% at constant

currency) at $3.6m. Global

Services grew 10% to $11.4bn. but

just 5% in local currency. IBM

signed services contracts worth

over $10bn during the quarter.

bringing the backlog to $110bn.

In the results statement. IBM

chairman and CEO Sam Palmisano

said that IBM had delivered one of its

strongest quarters in what is

normally a challenging quarter for

the technology industry. and

reinforced his On Demand

Business push. 'We continue to see

robust growth in key initiatives ♥

business performance transformation

services grew more man 45% and

we are seeing more and more clients

move towards becoming on demand

businesses. ☝

Comment: IBM's results are

good overall but continue to

disappoint in Europe: Eastern

European countries. the Nordic

countries and Spain were all up

but UK, France. Italy and

Germany were all down.

The company saw revenue

growth across all its vertical

sectors with the star performer

being communications. which

was up 16%. while public sector

was up 11%.

Once again growth was led by

sales of IBM's mainframe zSeries

♥ up 12%. IBM's message of

[BM REPORTS SOLID RESULTS IN OS

cheaper and cheaper mainframe

MIPS really seems to be getting

through to clients in the Americas.

Sales of iSeries (the old A8400)

continued on their way downby

26% but there was an

encouragement in increased

sales of xSeries. IBM's Intel

platform. probably due to the

revival in the telecoms market,

Global Services reported a 12%

growth in strategic outsourcing.

which now accounts for 40% of

its overall business. with

revenues up in all geographies.

Integrated Technology Services.

including maintenance. was up

10% and Business Consulting

Sen/ices up 7%.

Software was a very mixed bag

with improved revenues for

WebSphere. Data Management

and Tivoli but asharp drop in sales

from Lotus. IBM needs to get its

☂on demand operating environment

message' working here to perk

things up again. (Ian Wesley)

MICROSOFT BEGINS FY05 WHERE IT LEFT OFF ♥

THOUGH DEFERRED REVENUE CAUSING CONCERN

Microsoft has reported its rst

quarter results. ended 30

September 2004. Revenues were

up 12% year-on-year to $9.19bn.

Operating income was $4.05bn,

an increase of 29%. for an

impressive operating margin of

44%.

The company raised its revenue

forecast for the year to around

$39bn ♥ about 6% growth - from

its previous estimateof around

5%. In after-hours trading

following the announcement. the

stock was trading at $28.17.

down 53 cents (approximately

2%) mainly on concerns about a

greater than expected fall in

deferred revenue.

Comment: Another great quarter

for Microsoft. Growth was fuelled

by higher than expected

corporate upgrades of PCs.

leading to growth above that

expected by the company. But

this doesn't imply the IT sector is

back to doubleedigit growth: the

company☁s fulleyear forecast of

around 6% growth is fairly

subdued and well below the 14%

it showed last year.

While there was nothing

specifically about the UK in the

announcements. we spoke with

Alistair Baker. UK MD. and while

he couldn't give us specifics it is

clear that Microsoft UK ♥ which is

the largest country subsidiary ♥ is

very much performing in line with

its parent.

Revenues for all business units

[continued on page imam]
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were up. Of the big three

business units. Sewers and Tools

was the star performer. growing

revenues by 19% to $2.24bn and

almost doubling operating

income to $701m (it was almost

prolitless last year). Client (the

Windows desktop operation) and

information Worker (dominated

by Office) benefited from the PC

shipments growth. Revenues for

the Client business grew 7% to

just shy of $3bn. with information

Worker increasing 11% to

$2.56bn. And the company's

near monopoly of desktop

operating systems and personal

productivity applications

continues to drive Microsoft's

profitability, with Client and

Information Worker once again

showing spectacular margins.of

80% and 74% respectively

MSN continued on from its first

year of profitability. benefiting

from the growth in online

advertising. with operating

income of $77m on revenues

which grew 10% t0 $540m.
Microsoft☁s other business units

continue to be unpro table and

cross-subsidised, although all

showed growth in revenue and all

cut their losses in comparison to

the previous year. Microsoft

Business Solutions' revenues

grew a rather modest 9% to

$160m (with a decrease in losses

from $68m to $41m). which is not

enough to meet the ambitious

targets the company has set.

Home and Entertainment halved

its losses on revenues which grew
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from 9% $632m. whilst Mobile and

Embedded Devices grew its

revenues 30%. but from a

comparatively tiny base. to $69m.

All in the Redmond garden is not

completely rosy. Deferred revenue.

eg. from the Software Assurance

programme. has decreased

$395m from 80 June 2004.
indicating that the value of new

contract additions is not keeping

pace with the rate at which

revenue is being recognised. This

is worrying for the company as it

attempts to move its enterprise

customers towards long♥term.

subscription-based contracts.

Deferred revenue is sure to be the

subject of much scmtiny in the

next quarter. (Neil Macehiter/Phi/ip

Came/lay)

SIEBEL MOVES INTO QB PROFITS
SIEBEL.

In its Q3 conference call. Siebel

delivered in full on the provisional

results it announced earlier in the

month. Licence revenues came in

at $104,6m ♥ down on OS 2003

($110.0m) but up on 02

($94.8m). Total service revenues

were $212.5m (03 03: $211.4m).

Though the total service revenues

were very similar year♥on-year. the

proportion due to maintenance

had increased to 57% in 03 2004

against 52% a year earlier.

Europe revenues were 28% of

total revenues, slightly down from

29% but effectiver flat in dollar

terms from 02. In contrast the US

grew to 67% from 64% while

Asia-Pac/rest of the world shrank

from 7% to 5%. CEO Mike Lawrie

said that business conditions

were getting better in terms of

customer interest.

Total revenues were $317.1m.

compared with the year earlier

gure of $321 .4m. After expenses

and $6.2 million of restructuring

costs. net profit was $17.9m.

much improved on a loss (due to

much larger restructuring costs)

of $59.3m in 2003.

Comment: Two themes emerged

from the call ♥ how Siebel is

going to continue to improve its

financial performance. and what

CEO Mike Lawrie called "Siebel

chapter two".

On financial performance. Lawrie

said of OS: "I View this as just a

start." He is still engaged in his

programme of revenue

generation. accelerated

profitability and enhancing the

leadership team. On the first

point, Lawrie pointed to failures

of sales execution that he was

looking to improve. On the last

point. Lawrie has hired new

chiefs for Siebel's manufacturing

and communications vertical

market businesses. and is

looking to hire new people for

most of the other verticals.

The big idea behind ☜Siebe/

chapter two" is to get into

custom-built applications but

using components of the existing

Siebel application family tied

together via web services.

Nobody used the terms ☁BPM☁ or

☁service oriented architecture☁. but

it can only be a matter of time.

Siebel seems to expect this will

help boost its professional

services business. which is in

long»term decline. as well as

providing opportunities for

partners. Nice trick if you can do it!

Siebel has the tremendous

advantage of sitting on a growing

cash pile of over $2bn. One

nancial analyst had the temen'ty

to complain that this was a drag

on some of Siebel's ratios'

Siebel's CFO replied that he

would rather have the cash than

not 7 and who can blame him?

(Day/d Bradshaw)
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SAP RETURNS TO GROWTH IN EUROPE

SAP has reported strong 03 results

with (new) software revenues up

13% yeareoneyear to euro 491m.

Total revenues were euro 1.8bne

up 8% on 2003. At constant

currency exchange rates. this

would be an 11% increase. The

company suffers from the weak

dollar effect with 33% of revenues

from the US. but reported in euros.

Operating income was euro 461m.

up 12%, and thus operating margin

was 26%. up 1 point.

Comment: Another impressive

performance. The company

continues to perform ahead of the

market, taking share. The ' ight to

safety' continues, helped no doubt

by the continuing war between

Oracle and PeopleSoft. What☁s

Unilog

Unilog released a strong first

half operating margin of 8%

against 6.4% in 2003. Operating

profits increased by 31% to euro

25m. half of which came from

reduced losses in Germany

(euro -2.3m versus ♥ euro 4.3m)

and the UK (euro ♥0.4m versus

euro ♥142m). Net margin stands

at 4.7%, a 31% improvement on

last year.

Unilog had a strong

performance in France (84% or

revenues) where the company

hit a record 10.5% operating

margin versus 10% last year, on

sales up 5% organically to euro

31 1m.

Conversely, Unilog is still

struggling with its training

activities, which recorded sales

down by more than 20% and

particularly notable is that for SAP.

growth has returned in Europe.

Earlier in the year growth largely

came from the US, and to some

extent from Germany,

At constant currencies the growth

would have been 17%. Growth in

the US slowed from eanier quarters,

to 4% ♥ but this would have been

13% at constant currency. New

licences in the Americas actually

shrank 2%, though this was +6% in

dollar terms. But this weaker

performance was made up for in

Europe where new licences grew a

remarkable 24% year»on-year, to

euro 249m (overall growth was

10%). Earlier in the year SAP's

growth was mainly in the US. It

seems that Europe is lagging

UNILOG REDUCES UK LOSSES

concentrated the totality of the

losses recorded in Germany,

As of 30 June, Unilog had a net

cash position of euro 61.2m,

twice that of a year before.

Overall, Unilog anticipates a

"satisfactory year" in a market

that is "progressively more

favourable".

Comment: This is a very strong

set of results indeed. which

gives Unilog the highest margin

of the major players in the

French IT sen/ice market. ahead

of rival Sopra (8.3% operating

margin in France), Unilog

confirmed that it expects to see

its international subsidiaries

back in the black in 2004.

The improvement in the UK is

welcome, and comes after the

integration of the SAP

behind the US by a couple of

quarters.

SAP☁s German business had

bucked the trend in Europe by

growing while other countries did

not. Now, however. Europe outside

Germany has moved ahead.

strongly: 14% compared to 6% for

overall revenues and a remarkable

37% for new licences. Admittedly

this is from a low base. Sequential

growth of new licences in EMEA

was negative: 45%, But overall.

good news for SAP. The key

question for SAP. and indeed for all

software vendors operating in

Europe. is: will the slowing down

seen in the US also ripple back to

Europe, and if so, when?

(Philip Carnelley)

consultancy Mezenet and what

Unilog calls the "successful

repositioning of the subsidiary".

But the UK is still sub-scale and

lossmaking, and we don't think

the highly competitive SAP

market is a great place to be

right now.

The consolidation of newly

acquired Vinci in Germany is

expected to give new impetus to

its stabilising German integration

services, A similar acquisition in

the UK to consolidate a still

fragile position would be

welcome. Unilog had sales of

euro 7.8m in the UK and euro

78m in Germany in 2003. The

eternal black spot remains

Unilog's training activities in

Germany. It was unquestionably

the company's mostexpensive

acquisition. {Francois Daurial)
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INVESTORS CONTINUE THEIR FLIGHT TO QUALITY

We recently received the latest

data on UK & Ireland private

technology funding from Cobalt

Corporate Finance, revealing a

slowdown during the summer

months. For technology

fundraisings above Elm. the

gures reveal a total of 23 deals in

the quarter to end Sep 04 raising a

total of 2109m. This compares to a

total of 27 deals raising E129m in

the comparable quarter in 2003,

Perhaps more revealing is a

comparison of fundraising in the

year to date. So tar Cobalt has

recorded 73 deals worth a total at

£371m compared to 107 deals

worth E392m in 01 -Q3 2003. This

equates to an average deal value

of £5.1m ♥ well up onthe average

01 23.6m in the whole of 2003.

Paddy MccGwire, Cobalt's MD.

commented, ☜We are looking

forward to a busy nal quarter in

2004. The quality and size of

investments has definitely

increased. Feedback from the

market and from our experience of

the deals that we are working on

suggests that the average size will

at least maintain the £5m trend so

far this year This suggests total

investment levels of deals to be

around £500a550m in the UK &

Ireland by the year end, which is

28~<10% up on last year "

 

The latest set of data from M&A

adviser. Regent Associates, has

revealed that during the rst nine

months of 2004 the number of

acquisitions in the European tech

sector increased a staggering

71% to 1,742. This means that for

the year as a whole. the number of

deals could reach levels last seen

in 2000. Regent puts this down to

N
u
m
b
e
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De
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s

Comment: There are really no

surprises here. The level of

fundraising activity in technology

stocks in UK & Ireland is basically

at a similar level to last year.

However with average deal sizes

increasing, fewer companies are

bene ting. This means that it's

more important than ever to have a

strong story to tell investors, As

MccGwire states, "VCs are again

prepared to invest signi cant

amounts into companies with

strong management teams, in

interesting markets with compelling

propositions". We hear from more

than one source that VCs are

currently awash with mnds and are

often oftenng better prices than

can be achieved via an lPO or

trade sale. but without the three

elements highlighted by MccGwire,

companies should think again

about their prospects. (Georgina

O☁Toole)

 

We are indebted to Cobalt

Corporate Finance the

funding and M&A advisers to

technology and media

companies for their assistance

in providing us exclusively with

data on private equity

investments in the UK

technology marketplace.

-L4
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industry brought about by the

cost-cutting exercises of the past

few years". Another notable trend

is that larger companies aren☁t

making nearly the same level of

divestment they were in early

2003. The number of companies

looking to sell off under♥performing

or unwanted divisions now
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NO SIGNS OF AN M&A SLOW DOWN

"theimprovingperformance ofthe accounts for 37% of all

transactions. In early 2003 the

number was more like 50%,

demonstrating that, for many

companies. the time for cost

cutting and strategy realignment

happened some time back.

The tT services sector was the

most active across all technology»

[continued on page eighteen]
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[continued from page seventeen]

related companies. The IT services

sector was the most active across all

technology~related companies. It

registered an 84% increase in the

number of deals for the rst nine

months of the year compared with

the same period in 2003. Within the

sector. systems integrators and

vertical solution suppliers saw a

sn'ong rebound. However. software

product companies saw an increase

of just 9% which is surprising given

that many were expecting to see

some notable activity in this sector

On a countrynbyncountry basis, the

UK, which as a buyer accounted for

28% of all European S/ITS deals,

saw the number of acquisitions

increase by 13% yeareoneyear and

by 28% during the quarter. In

contrast, France and Scandinavia ♥

the next largest dealmakers in

Europe ♥ saw their number of deals

decrease by 19% and 29%

respectively Previous activity levels

in these areas are expected to

resume within the next half year.

On related fronts. the median

valuations of technology

acquisitions held steady. as did IPO

activity ♥ though this was ☜well up"

on last year Regent added that in

the short term lPO activity looks

less certain ♥ something Hotnews

and SystemHouse readers have

heard us say time and again.

Learning from history

To make any predictions for future

activity. it is of course imperative

we look to the past. In the period

2000♥2002. Nasdaq lost 60% of

its value. During the same

timescale. the number of UK tech

acquisitions declined by 40%. yet

the value of those deals slumped

90%. from £258.9bn to £28,9bn.

So while the number of deals does

follow a similar pattern to Nasdaq

(see chart) it does not mimic it.

The number of deals we☂re now

seeing might be similar to those of

four years ago. but thevalue of

UK TMT acquisitions vs Nasdaq's performance
4,500
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Source: Regent Associates

those deals is anything but similar,

As an illustration of how much

times have changed (in terms of

valuations), take the

Vodafone/Mannesmann deal,

valued at $183bn. That one deal

was worth more than the total of

all European TMT acquisitions in

2004 so far!

There is one reason in particular as

to why the number of deals tends

to remain slightly less impacted

when shares. indices and company

valuations go into a tailspin. When

the markets become depressed it's

harder to IPO (and the smaller you

are, the harder it gets). So many

companies choose a trade sale

during such times. Hence activity

levels are maintained. It's the

Vodafone/Mannessmann deals

that aren☁t happening just now ♥

the smaller deals seem less

affected. That☁s not to say mega

acquisitions won't happen ♥

especially with targets such as

Capgemini on the scene.

But there are also industry-speci c

reasons for the pattern. Here is

what we believe is driving the

number of deals:

- Consolidation: In a zero growth

market, the prime way to

increase revenues and take

market share is by eating your

competitors (for example,

Spring's purchase of Best

International, which promoted

it to the number one slot in our

   l
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UK ITSA rankings).

- Realism: The crash erased

hefty valuations but it also

brought for many the feeling

that it they hadn't managed to

sell up. they had missed the

boat. Many companies now

have a more realistic view of

their value ♥ a view that is now

more closely aligned with that

of a potential buyer.

- Divestment: Most of the (over-

priced) tech acquisitions made

by non-tech companies

during boom times have now

come to be seen as an

unwanted distraction to

management. As a result.

they☁re being offloaded.

Though, as we alluded to at

the start of this article, this is

happening less and less.

All of which contributes to an

increase in M&A activity

That is not to say there is no

correlation between the sentiment

towards technology stocks and

the level of activity. as shown by

the performance of the Ovum

S/ITS index vs the number of

deals in the UK,

Alarm bells?

So we☁d say that while thenumber

of tech acquisitions across Europe

as a whole is this year heading for

the heights last seen during the

bubble, do not be alarmed! This is

not a sign that we are heading for

an almighty slump.

[continued on page nineteen]
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Mergers 8r Acquisitions

  

 

 

Buyer Seller Seller Dascrlpllon Acquiring Price Comment

Computer Noiegnty Scounty sottware specialist that 100% S430m This acquisition is a necessary » and cos y - response trom
Associates develops \Mndows and Unlxebased CA to moves by competitors, ltts likelyto see the merging ot

authentication technology the Netegrily solutions wilh CA☂s web services management
solutions (based on another acquisition ot Adjoini, which
re ects the growing convergence otweb services security
and management

Dicom Nourascript Ltd Develops tools to 100% mam. £5.3m This works out at a maximum PSR ole. based on FY04 (Io
automate inlornlalion extraction and otwhich \5 end March 04) revenues ol £1.3m. and suggests Dream is
indexing dependent on prepared to pay a decent premium tor the complementary

targets being niche sottware and the development team it is acquiring.
met

Experian OAS Address management sottware 100% EIOGm The QAS purchase is demonstrative ot Expenan☁s worldwide
supplier strategy to acquire complementary businesses that give it

access to new products ordatai orentryinto new vertical or
regional markets. Byteining the Experian lamily. OAS will
get greater exposure to the international markets it's already
moving into. Andi or course. Tony Eick☁lold. OAS chairman
and largest shareholder, will make a tidy sum lrom the sale,

K3 Business Alpha Landsteinar Microsolt Navision sottwaro reseller may. £2.55m in cash This latest acquisition (K3 acouired the remaining pan or
Technology and £2.9m in warehousing and distribution management soltware

shares company. PSE in April) is a key move. K3 needsto widen its
pomolie [0 counter its decltning, core ERP business

LogicaCMG Edinlnr Eleclricidade de Portugal's IT 50% Ma Jusl a law yearsback, LugicaCMG wouldn☁l have been

services subsidiary interested in a deal like this but the company is now heavily
lncused on reaching its largelolaws revenueslrom

outsourcing, In addition the energy8i utilities sectoris a core
vertical torthe company

Superscapl? Clo ereless Games and Games developers IOD°/a ot $250K N/a
000 Dakar JDWG and

certain

assels ml

000 Dakor

Tribal Group Slralegiclnlarrnaiion Provider ol studentadrriinistralion I00°re mm pan SITS'o enng is complementaryio Tribal☁s existing business
Technology Services soltware systems and related cash, pen "I the education sector, lMlhin tttisarea otthe UK public
Group services to UK higher education shares sector. Tnoal primarily targets lurU'ler education colleges and

inslltuliuns local educalion aulfmrilres, Thls acquisi on bruaderts the

company's range ol swdenl administration systems tor the
post-l6 education sector,

Recent IP05
Name Amlvily SIITS or index Market Issue Market IPO Dale Piles and Premle

V _ V V Dotcom Class i Price (zap. Oct 04 Discount
eServ Global hlelligenr nelw orki'ng S/ITS lo lolacorr☁s earners SITS SP AM 25.5p £26.9m la-Ocl-Od 235p 4%

Gina hieraclive Scltware lor IF service providers SETS SP AM 99.0p £35.0m 13-Oct-04 1235;: 25%

SITBHFOQJS Group SIITS ID direct rmrkelers SlTS SP AM 9.0;: N/A 20-Ocl-04 9,4p 4%

Forthcoming IP05

Mlvlly S/lTS or Dalcom lndeX Gloss Market Est issue Price Eu MM Gag, IPO Dale

, i i . . . Index ,
ERPsyslerrs for SMEn'Bnulaclurers SITS SP AM Nla £15 Ont Navel☝

Managed Services srrs cs MAIN 235~290p cEle Nov-ad

[continued lrom page eighteen! Number 0! UK slITs acquisitions and parrormance oi the Ovum

Holway srrrs Index. 1999 to 2004

The time to head for the hills is
. . H.000 450

when Nasdaq starts nSIng and ♥ oium Holway srrrs lnoox
. _ i + l / 400rlSlng (and that IS clearly not x glow Number o UK 5 HS deals

happening right now) and when E 350 m

i t ♥ ☜3.000 i
he value of deals htts Silly money g 300 g

_ . , x Interritory. Valuatlons are. for the "me ☁g spot) zoo 5
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. , I 200 _
Provtded there Isn't a crash, there☁s g 5-000 3
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_ _ t s

remaln t and healthy for the tlme too 2

being. (Kale Hanaghan) 1000 I 50
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Note: 2004 gures relate to end September and 03 [or (he Ovum HolwayS/ITS
index and lhe number of UK S/ITS deals respectively.
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1 Holway/SYSTEMHOUSE S/ITS Share Prices and Capitalisation__ 7
☁ 1 Share PSR SerS Share price Stare price
1 ☁ scs Price Capitalisa on Hisnric R6110 Index rmve since %rmve
1 ☁ Cal @0004 mm PIE Cap/Rev. M104 306ep04 in2004 305epo4 .
iArremlp CS £0.34 £17.70m 3.3☁ 0.90 222 4.65% -44.21% £1.50m
☁41me ☁ SP £0.76 £66.60m 1.41 347 0.96% 42.93% -£0.85m☁
Medan 1 SP £0.96 £37.60m - 6.63 460 10.34% 40.15% £3.40m
meow as £0.54 £191.30m - 1.01 317 0.50% 7.43% £15.05m}
1111901614 Games SP £0.04 £3.04m 0.57 39 7.14% -40.00% £0.25m}
EAllam'c Gobal SP £0.43 £9.72m - 5.0 1440.7 -10.53% 49.40% -£1.16m
gAnemV System ☁ SP £0.64 £66.50m 7.4 1.50 934 0.00% 15.45% -£0.00m
:41an Oarporan'on : SP £1.90 £196.10m - 5.64 55 -5.15% 25.05% £10.60m.
1Aveva Gnu) - SP £5.90 £127.00m 23.6 3.33 2900 0.41% 20.93% £9901";
iAmn Group 1 cs £1.65 £70.10m 17.6 1.40 769 3.24% 46.96% -£2.20m
Bond mma oral ☁ SP £0.75 £10.90m 34.2 2.69 1154 -1 1.24% 57.69% -£2.45m
Brady 1 SP £0.65 £21.70m A 9.09 1049 6.26% 4.94% £21 .50m
61501255 Swan 1 cs £0.14 £11.60m 72.0☁ 0.52 116 7.69% 5.66% £0.90mT
(201: amp ☁ CS £3.52 £2,326.00m 24.9 2.15 95065 6.91% 44.75% £150.82m☁
016116115 66 £0.26 £10.90m 0.90 299 -11.06°., -1 69% -£1.45m:
0211010 901;) CS £1.46 £9.64m - 0.97 25304 27.25% 94.00% -m.56m☁
Gvica 06 £2.27 £102.50m 20.0 1.14 1294 9.95% 29.43% £9.32m
aamy Covrmerue . SP £0.65 £10.30m 15.7 1.63 516 0.76% -8.51% £0.10m
011012100111:ng SP £0.29 £9.15m 4.92 234 13.73% 24.66% £1.11m
ms Webview CS £0.05 £3.90m - 2.39 350 11.36% -60.|6% £0.36m;
0004663,: cs £3.14 £79.60m 12.9 1.17 2434 2.64% 6.44% -£2.10m
0min) 1 SP £2.14 £29.70m 22.6 1.21 1646 4.96% 6.20% 22.55111;
Ompel amp 1 06 £0.94 £31 . 10rr1' __ __ 0.49 746 6.66% 20.65% £2.07m
Cowmaer R £3.11 £567.10m 12.0 0.30 464 -7.93% 33.66% £50.51 m
ConqurSo wale amp SP £0.56 £25.70m 6.52 496 6.60% 67.06% £4.20m3
corpora SP £0.23 £6.25m 16.53 592 45.09% 25.00% -£1.46m1
Dcs 1361;; CS £0.06 £2.07m 0.04 130 0.00% 39.69% £0.00m
Deabgic SP £1.53 £106.70m - 3.47 663 1.67% 27.73% £1 .79m,
Delcam SP £2.17 £13.20m 9.5 0.65 633 2.46% 30.42% 20.31 m☁
Deuca as £7.03 £157.00m 17.1 2.63 1756 6.91% 14.23% £12.62m☁,
Dimm Gmp R £7.63 £164.00m 43.0 1.05 2399 7.27% 13.65% £11.10m
Dimension 0313 R £0.30 £402.70m - 0.31 53 4.00% 20.00% -£16.79m|
DRS Da1a 6. Research SF £0.49 £15.60m 9.7 1.15 441 2.1 1% 26.02% £0.36m☂
Eartpon SP £0.01 £6.57m » 12.6 9.6 0.00% 59.62% £0.31m,
Easyscreen SP £0.19 £13.60m - 6.26 112 6.57% 9.52% £1 .01m
5605 SP £0.69 £125.70m 6.4 0.74 4423 -1201% 36.79% -£16.45m☁
Elemmnic Dab Processing SP £0.72 £17.60m 14.0 2.03 2169 3.62% 16.26% £0.59m
Enpire neracuve SP £0.11 £7.30m 32.4 0.29 179 7.50% -10.42% £0.51m☁
Epic amp CS £0.96 £22.90m 22.0 3.14 633 7.36% 3.65% £1 .55m
Euonnk Managed Services cs £0.36 £3.74m - 0.51 360 5.99% 26.57% £0.20m☁
Fhsmll SP £0.07 £13.20m - 5.0 56.3 3.95% 20.54% £0.52m
meiaj Objeas SP £0.44 £12.10m - 1.16 189 6.75% 79.30% £0.07m;
Flignshvs GuLp SP £0.03 £3.14m < 11.46 295 -7.14% «70.45% -£0.37m1
Hovrerics 6%) SP £0.56 £0139 V 15.6 0.60 2135 0.00% 3.26% {0.00m;
F0015 Solt ors amp SP £0.41 £11.60m - 2.15 200 0.00% 15.71% £0.00m;
ea amp SP £0.20 £15.90m - 1.34 129 33.33% 34.43% £9.90m
Gadsbm SP £0.22 £9.43m 11.5 1.10 536 11.69% 72.00% £0.96m
@091 A £1 .02☁ 939.00m 65.0 0.431 530 3.32% 3.03% .£1.26m
G'esmm Qwrpuing cs £6.36 £166.20m - 16.29 3613 26.32% 0.75% 934.621"
Hanieerp cs £0.17 £4.91 m 12.5 0.54 130 0.00% 22.09% £0.00m
Harvey Nash6019 A £0.75. £45.70m - 0.35 429 -11.76% 066% ~£5.99m
Higams Spams Sen/ices A 20.061 £1 .79m - 0.16 160 0.66% 33.06% -£0.06m
HodmnTedmlogy CS £0.65 £47.60m 0.24 267 444% -1.53% -£2.13m
ISSOILIiOfE CS £0.14 £3.53m - 0.59 533 0.00% 64.37% -£0.01m
meonpmreoup 06 £3.25 £67.60m 19.3 0.67 1606 10.17% 36.94% £6.22m
1006mm S/sErrs SF' £0.12 £20.90m » 4.66 15 4.17% 6.90% »£0.90m
InTedmIogy cs £0.62 £1 13.20m - 0.72 3260 2.40% 34.71% »£2.69m
hnvalim 13014: SP £0.34 £145.70m - 2.49 146 22.64% 21.62% £27.20m
112109011 Environer SP £0.06 £6.57m - 3.21 64 14299. 31.43% £0.91m
mmdwa Digihl Salmons SP £0.02 £4.72m » 19.4 920.0 9.52% -17.66% £0.61m
Immede amp SP £0.17 £5.06m 3.2 266.3 3.69% -1.14% -£0.25m
mmtatsira§ (31014) SP £0.04 £2.47m 1.6 95.0 1 1.76% 72.73% £0.25m
mu SP £0.14 £12.70m 6.36 1421 -1 92% 0.00% ~£o.24m
lowdown SP £0.02 £1 40111 - 0.56 24 -1 0.00% 0.00% -£0.20m
iso1♥☁r (301;: SP £3.72 £049.10m 27.7 5.69 3362 4.62% 0.34% -£41.05m
rT☁NET CS £2.26 £165.90m 12.0 0.96 646 14.43% 24.92% £20.66m
main SP £0.10 £6.03m 7.0 1 1 1.6 0.00% 60.62% -£0.00m
KansanssTedMogy SP £1.13 £11.50m - 1.64 663 14.72% 66.33% £1 .46m
mu SP £0.71 £56.00m 23.1 2.53 1406 13.10% 21.79% £6.46m
anledge Ted'nology Seniors SP £0.05 £7.56m » 47.4 1050.0 16.67% -47.50% -£0.56m
Logicam/G CS £1.77 £1.324.00m - 0.76 2417 1.66% 31.12% £24.36m
Laden A £0.60 £11.20m - 0.12 600 44.89% 30.23% -£1.91m             
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Holwa ISYSTEMHOUSE S/ITS Share Prices and Capitalisation

                        

Stare PSR SIITS Share price Share price Capilalisa on

565 Price (Epiallsation Historic Ratio Index move sirce Va move rmvesince
(E1. 29-0104 MUM PIE Ep/Flev. $432104 3059004 ☜121134 $56001

Macrox: SP £1.86 £36.70m - 1.24 748 -1.85% 17.03% £0.74!☜

NhrpowerSoliWare SP £0.34 £14.90m - 2.90 348 3.05% 43.62% £2.41m

Neilbotnughs rling SP £0.45 £100.90m 23.9 0.88 318 -9.16% 1.14% £10.17m

Mediasmace CS £0.10 £7.84m - 1.31 754 44.58% -26.79% -E1.41m

Mcmgen CS 20.5 £57.90m - 2.19 244 8.57% 4.59% £4.56m

Mnorplanet $1516☜ SP £0.05 £7.81m - 0.09 108 -37.65% -84.18% -£4.83m

Msys SP £2.15 £1,128.00m 13.4 1.11 2678 9.82% 1.65% 俉98.49m

Mamas SP £0.24 £6.27m ~ 1.58 320 45.45% .36.84% £1.96"!

Morse R 21.17 £173.40m - 0.44 466 3.56% 48.25% £5.92m

MSBIrIernational A £0.80 £15.30m 48.9 0.25 418 11.97% -11.17% £1.73m

NmGlDLp CS £1.99 £64.90m ~ 4.24 1192 2.58% 17.06% £1.61m

Ncipher SP £1.96 £52.60m - 4.05 782 10.76% 28.62% £5.07m

NelBenem CS £0.78 £14.91Jm 13.3 1.94 388 9.93% 101.30% £1.32m

Netall SP £0.17 £11.00m - 4.6 338.4 8.06% 415.58% 60.82711

Nestore CS £0.30 £28.70m - 2.02 202 -0.82% -21.94% -£O.28m

Nomgala Inbrrm on Soim'ors 05 £0.61 5201.90m - 2.21 235 -3.17% 5.63% -£9.92m

NSB Helail System 3P £0.27 £93.10m - 1.45 2304 4.95% 55.88% £4.34m

OneclickHR SP £0.05 £6.88m - 1.43 119 0.00% -42.42% -£0.18m

Parlty A £0.09 P26.00m 8.7 0.15 1500 5.88% -1 6.28% £1.42m

RAW☜ SP £0.16 £22.90m - 2.15 145 -7.46°/o 41.43% -£1.91m

PCNBdiCS GOLF CS £0.01 22.01m - 1.7 272.7 0.00% 87.50% 20.31 m

Pilat Media Gobal SP £0.42 £21.00m 9.7 2.23 2075 1.22% 25.76% £0.30m

Hmlogy SP £1.26 £25.20m - 9.96 903 0.80% -13.10% £0.20m

Plan't Holdings SP £0.27 £24.30m - 1.19 1104 3.64% -7.02% -20.94m

Pmlogii; CS £0.79 £7.90m - 1.05 952 0.00% 4.82% 20.001☜

PSD GOLD A 82.54 £63.70m - 1.69 1152 0.59% 44.07% -£0.33m

0A CS £0.03 £6.80m - 0.23 11 -28.57% -41.18% -£3.20m

Quartica A 20.52 £20.90m 12.9 0.80 415 -5.50% 6.19% £1.20m

Ra Interm oral SP £0.09 £5.96m ~ 0.70 143 0.00% -40.00% £0.00m

Red Sqtared CS £0.17 £3.32m - 1.44 907 -9.34% -13.16% £0.35m

Retail Decisiors SP £0.20 E57.40m 21.9 1.89 267 41.07% 54.90% £16.75m

HM SF' £1.50 £134.10m 14.1 0.62 4271 4.91% 12.83% £6.28m

Royalblue QoLp SP £4.25 £139.00m 18.0 2.46 2500 -0.70% -1 6.34% -£D.46m

SageGan SP £1.84 £2.350.00m 21.0 4.19 70517 13.10% 4.41% £272.41m

50L CS £1.17 £64.20m - 1.00 777 4.51% 37.07% -£3.02m

ServiceRawer SP £0.31 £23.00m - 5.13 310 40.14% -21.52% -£2.55m

Sirius Financial SP £0.81 £13.70m - 0.67 537 -1 23% 8.05% »£d.13m
leMs ITpIc cs £0.07 £7.41m 11.7 2.3 55.5 4.41% 43.33% -£0,34m
Sopmon SP £0.21 £23.30m - 3.46 295 -6.82% 28.13% >£Z.15m

Spring GOLF A £1.02 £29.90!☜ - 0.09 1133 -6.42% 41.69% £28,19m

83% amp SP £0.32 £10.60m 16.2 1.26 400 -9.86% 3.23% -£1,10m

Silo Imematioml SP £0.04 £3.38m - 1.5 75.0 7.14% ~35.52% £0.22m

Stperscape VR SP £0.58 £71.40m - 64.9 290.4 38.55% 105.36% £20.06m

SUermul (005.158) SP £5.60 £171.80m 30.0 3.59 2800 ♥1.75% 25.38% ~E4.31m

Syrstar CS 21.00 £162.20m 26.7 0.73 603 -0.25% 51.91% -£0.10m

9/518": Urion SF' 2105 £112.10"! 11.1 1.62 812 14.67% 3.43% £14.50m

Tadpole Technology SP £0.13 £37.10m ♥ 6.97 302 31.58% 0.00% £8.91m

Teleci'ty CS £0.13 £34.00m - 1.44 16 2.04% 42.28% £2.01m

Tik' Quip CS £1.43 £17.80m 15.7 1.86 1239 -0.70% 26.11% £0.02m

TorexRelail SP £0.67 £112.30m 8.3 11.34 1675 25.23% 67.50% £22.68m

Total Systems SP £0.57 £5.91rn 11.4 1.5 1066.0 8.13% -1.74% -£0.52m

Tomistnna 90w SP £1.01 210.40"! 67.3 0.7 961.9 0.00% 0.00% £0.03m

Trace GOLD SP £0.81 £12.30m » 0.8 546.0 {9.57% 25.58% £0.50m

Tliad Quip 05 £0.63 £9.47rn 0.3 463.0 -1 2.59% 5.93% -£1,37m

TnbalGoLp CS £1.84 £127.50m - 0.7 1115.2 3.08% 44.41% £3.77m

Ultirra Nemo s H 80.02 £3.78m 22.2 1.9 46.3 0.00% -5.00% £0.05m

Ul asis Gum SP 2001 £4.17m - 4.7 10.2 25.00% 0.00% £0.95m

Urivevse GDLP SP 201 8 211.00!☜ > 0.3 800.0 -2.70% -29.41% {0.31 m

VegaGruLp CS £1.55 631.60!☜ 20.9 0.9 1270.5 2.99% -11.43% £1.00m

VI grmp SP £0.15 £5.40m 0.6 290.0 20.83% 9.43% £0.93m

Warm CS £0.07 £9.01 m » 273.9 58.7 7.69% 667% £0.64m

Wa mg SP £0.01 £4.02m 0.7 29.1 150.00% -83.87% £2.58m

Wealth ManagememSomvare SP £0.16 £7.66m - 1.0 123.1 8.57% -1 1.11% -£0.71m

Workplace gystems SP 2014 £25.70m 2.4 00 3.64% 21.28% £0.90m

Xarsa CS £0.90 £306.20m - 0.7 2301.3 6.85% 5.59% 220.76"!

XKDGDLp SP £0.74 220.50m - 0.5 493.3 -5.13% -1 2.43% -£1.04m

XN 0196mm Holdings 5P £1.07 £25.30m ♥ 1.8 1086.7 0.95% 8.67% £2.60m

xpertise amp cs 20.01 £2,93m 0.6 30.0 46.67% 40.00% m_-Eo.36m  Note: We calculate PSR as market capiiallsatien divided by sales in the most nacentty announced nancial year.

Main SVSTEMHOUSE S/ITS Index set at 1000 on 15th April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index 0i 1000 based on
lhe Issue price- The 805 Index IS "01 WEithed: a change in the share price 01 the largest company has the same effect as a Similai change tor lha
smallest companyr CP'EQOFY 00d☝: GS = Co"limiter Services SP = Software Product Fl = ResellerA = IT Agency 0 = Olher
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CLOCKS Go BACK, iNDICEs 3:25.331...☝ ☜12:;
GO UP

  

  

            

FISE AIM 963.90

The companies in the SYSTEMHOUSE index have 22321:☜: ,. ..ESE?'I☁3.'.☂F俉E u, -v. .. . . -W, ,___25?☁1☁_
I i Chlngnln Indlm SIITS Ind-x F☁I'SE III:an FTSE IT F☁I☁SE , FI'SE

enjoyed another month of growth. On average, share . ,, "W, WW☜ . Wm, ,, W .490, tirmijosinm slamming-.91
. t . . Month plilo/lxtnzi/rwoq d e 91.17% 496% 04 46% «390% 1.75%

prices of UK S/ITS companies gained 3.4%, which mmmmw mum "25m, ☂
' ' ' From lleanSo «29.41% $951756compares pretty favourably With related indices, For mm ☁5☁ Jan M 6m☜ mum

instance, the FTSE IT Index Increased 45%, Nasdaq melwwz 466% «35-45%
, I me lSlJ nQ☂J v205 67% 52.45% 08713936

gained 4% and the techMARKl 00 gained 5%. melsIJanM 491.75% «527% mm
- r - From llean 95 «mm 6055* 483436And it☁s no huge surprise that once again, ITSAs (lTstati Fm ☜mm mm☝ ☁25☜, MM ☜0% mm,

agencies) were the poorest performing seem]: Down 3% From tlean97 mm .122☜. «425% 45% «915%
, _ _ V From laws" 95 team 79.96% «9.13% 63.59% am «244%

for the second consecutive month, companies including From mam mm, 413996 mm. sum .2051. asm,
. me ISIJ 00 579% (332756 69.93% £75256 60.13% 45%

Spmg (♥6%)r GIOtel (43%) and PSD Group ("1%)31110☁3" From auxin 41.32% 455999 55 70% ☁75 was 42.96% 4am
' ' 0 F712"! 18IJan DZ ☜52% 412793 -2283% 45m ☂7.☜ ☜135%

a knock' BUt worst h☜ was Harve¥ Nash' Whlch lost ☁26 From rsiJanou 479.56% o|735% news 036% .593☜, «237%

despite reporting a 23% increase in sales and a return to From lat-law 415% 629% ☜ism ☜516 ☜538% mm

pro tability for the SIX months to 31 July. ~ ☁ mammarmvu »
' ,, iii _ ,,1/llDt,.t,,lll/02 ,,Another notable faller was Computacenter (CC), Wnich 9mm Wm B 2% 57% a 3% 21%

o ' ' lT Stall Agencms 680% 42.1% -55 5% 200%lost 8A: during October. Early in the month, reports that ☜mm 799% ☜a "6% 276%

(once again) HP was apparently attempting to 90 direct Salim Proms 6957- mm 404% 45%
. I I Hclway lnlprnet Index we 9% 453% a 4% 53.9%

to some customers delivered a blow to CC 5 share price, Hoiway srirs Index 236% .5159; .4: 3% 1.5%

which promptly fell 9%. This possibility has been a

feature of CC's landscape for the past few years ♥ it 3 nothing new ♥ and CEO Mike Norris c aims he is yet to see signi cant evidence

of customers actually deciding to deal directly with I-P.

But as the indices as a whole show, October ♥ generally speaking ♥ brought more good than bad news. Xansa gained 7% after sealing

a c£250m JV with the Department of Health. It beat off Atos Origin, EDS, Accenture and Capita predominantly because of the

expen'ence it has of both joint ventures and F&A BPO.

Elsewhere, ICM Computer gained 10% on the back of positive results. Likewise, Sage saw shares increase 13% after a preliminary

revenue and pro t statement for its year-ending 30 September indicated that sales for the year would be up 23% (29% at constant

currencies) to £688m while pre-tax pro ts would grow 20% to £181m. So for another year, Sage will retain the coveted Hoiway bon☁ng

Award! For more on these and other S/ITS news, see Hotnews online. «are Haney/ran)
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SYSTEMHOUSE concisely summarises all the macr nancial and corporate news

in the UK S/ITS marketplace - richly interspersed with Ovum Holvvay comment and

opinion.

In addition to SYSTEMHOUSE. Ovum Hoiway also produces Hotnews.

Through Hotnews our team of analysts bring you all the latest nancial and

corporate news in the UK S/ITS market and beyond ♥ direct to your desktop every

working day. Available via email. Hotnews combines news, comment and opinion.
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